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Settler-colonial citizenship: conceptualizing the relationship between Israel and its Palestinian citizens

Nadim N. Rouhana\textsuperscript{a,b}\textsuperscript{*} and Areej Sabbagh-Khouryb,c

\textsuperscript{a}The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University, Medford, MA, USA; \textsuperscript{b}Mada al-Carmel – The Arab Center for Applied Social Research, Haifa, Israel; \textsuperscript{c}Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel

This paper seeks to re-examine the relationship between Israel and its Palestinian citizens. It offers an alternative reading, that while acknowledging the procedural connection of citizenship, introduces the settler-colonial structure as a central analytical framework for understanding the origins of this complex relationship and its evolution. We trace, with a broad brush, the various phases of the Palestinian citizens’ collective political experience from 1948, when they were transformed from being an integral part of the fabric of a nation fighting and losing a double struggle against a settler-colonial project – the Zionist project that sought to establish a ‘Jewish national home’ in their homeland – and a struggle of independence against British colonial rule, to a fully dominated minority in a foreign state established on their homeland and bringing about the expulsion of the majority of their people. We also anchor their experience as an integral part of the people of Palestine in the pre-1948 period when their homeland was an intrinsic part of a larger Arab World, and in their post-1948 experience when they became hermetically isolated from the rest of their people and the whole Arab World.

1. Introduction

This paper considers Israel’s relationship with its Palestinian citizens as a special and complex case of settler-colonial control.\textsuperscript{1} In this case, outsiders come to a populated land that they claim as their own, and displace most of its indigenous inhabitants while granting citizenship to those who are not expelled for reasons related to the international circumstances surrounding the recognition of the settler-colonial state. We argue that although the relationship was settler colonial in essence, other unique characteristics of this case moderated the impact of the settler-colonial policies in some instances, aggravated them in others, and often blurred them, precisely as a result of Israel’s decision to grant citizenship to those Palestinians who remained on the part of Palestine that became Israel.

Understanding the evolution of the Palestinian collective political position within Israel requires contextualization within the framework of the conflict between the Zionist movement – a settler-colonial movement with national claims – and the indigenous Palestinian national movement. As part of the pre-1948 Palestinian social and political fabric, the Palestinians (including those who later became citizens of Israel) endured Zionist immigration and the expanding settler colonies in their home/land. They resisted what they considered a settler-colonial project to take over their home/land. From their own point of view, it was not what most of them did...
or did not do as a collective that made their political destiny after the 1948 war different from that of other Palestinians, but rather the Zionist plans and the extent of their implementation in the face of Palestinian resistance and the intervention of Arab armies.

In fact, historical research is lacking as to the circumstances of these Palestinians’ remaining in the part of Palestine that became Israel—whether in their own villages and cities or as internally displaced persons (IDPs) who were expelled from their towns but found refuge in other Arab towns. Yet they conceived their destiny as a subsidiary outcome of a chaotic process of ethnic cleansing in which the majority of their people were expelled from their homeland, mostly to neighboring states.

After the 1948 war and the various ceasefire agreements with the neighboring Arab countries, approximately 156,000 Palestinians stayed in the post-war borders of the Jewish state, representing 18% of its total population. Small communities remained in some major Palestinian cities whose Palestinian residents had been expelled, including Jaffa, Ramle, Lydda, Acre, and Haifa, many of whom are IDPs. Other cities, such as Safad, Tiberias, and Bisan were completely cleansed of their Arab residents.

In fulfillment of the United Nations’ stipulations for the partition of Palestine, Palestinians who managed to stay in the Jewish state were given Israeli citizenship. Yet the confines of rights and duties of their citizenship were governed by the national interests of the Zionist state whose future depended on bringing in millions of settlers who were Jewish citizens of other countries. Therefore, in 1948, the Palestinian citizens were immediately placed under strict military government and emergency regulations. Although the state claimed that it imposed military rule on the Arab population out of security concerns, the most evident aims included control of land, economy, and demographic balance, as well as keeping the Arab population under the complete domination of Jewish society. However, this apparatus had to be implemented against those who had become citizens in the newly established state, hence the need for modifications of some characteristics like those that defined other settler-colonial cases. Thus, the foundations of a new type of citizenship were established under the military rule, providing for what we now call ‘settler-colonial citizenship’.

This paper traces the evolution of settler-colonial citizenship over four historical phases, and the Palestinian community’s attempts to confront it. We examine the state’s settler-colonial structures that constitute settler-colonial citizenship and address the community’s collective political responses to these structures. Thus, we discuss citizenship under military rule (1948–1966), the earliest phase, during which the foundations of settler-colonial citizenship were constituted. We then highlight the ascendance of what we call ‘The Equality Paradigm’, a phase in which hegemonic political forces within the Palestinian community sought to achieve equality in the state without challenging its Jewish Zionist identity (1970s–1990s) or addressing its settler-colonial structure. The 1990s marked the emergence of a new political program that appeared after the Oslo Agreements in 1993 and called for Israel to be transformed from an ethnic Jewish state to a democratic state for all its citizens; starting after the events of October 2000, this phase witnessed the emergence of demands for collective rights among the Arab political elites and professionals. While these political and academic elites did not initially describe Israel’s relationship to its Arab citizens as settler-colonial, the settler-colonial perspective was gradually invoked by them during the third phase to describe this relationship. Finally, we introduce the newest phase in the Palestinian citizens’ political experience – what we term ‘the return of history’, which emerged parallel to the gradual decline of the two-state paradigm. It is in this phase that the consciousness of a settler-colonial condition also re-emerged.

Before we start, we should briefly emphasize three points. First, although the paper covers four separate historical periods, we do not assume that there has been a linear development from one ‘mode’ of political thought and political experience to another. This is not a developmental argument. We simply seek to trace the emergence of new phases (such as the equality
paradigm) that became dominant in particular historical periods, that challenged previous paradigms (such as the state for all its citizens which challenged the equality paradigm), or that built on previous phases. Second, the phases are not necessarily characterized by the total domination of a single mode of political thinking. To the contrary, all phases have seen multiple discourses and perspectives among the diverse Arab community in Israel. Rather, it is the prominence of some perspectives over others that we seek to highlight. Third, each phase was the result of systemic interactions among complex social and political forces, including internal developments within the Palestinian community, regional developments, and dynamic interactions with Israel’s Zionist ideology and policies. We do not claim to offer an analysis of these interactions, but merely to identify the main characteristics and historical context of each phase.

2. The foundations of settler-colonial citizenship: the military government period

Although most Palestinians originally saw the occupation of their homeland by the Jewish Zionist forces and the Arab inhabitants’ evacuation from the land as a temporary development that would most likely be reversed, the first two decades of Israeli statehood constituted a critical period in which the foundations of the relationship between the state and its Arab citizens were laid down so as to define the characteristics of settler-colonial citizenship. For the majority of the Arab residents, the establishment of a Jewish state on their land meant that foreigners, mainly from Europe, came to rule over them and over their homeland.8 They did not consider the new state to be their own, nor did the new state consider them to be part of its project. To the contrary, the Arabs in Israel were perceived and treated as an obstacle to achieving the state’s Zionist goals, that is, to colonize the land for the purpose of establishing on it the state of the Jewish people. In order to overcome this obstacle – the very presence of the Palestinians who remained and the land that they owned – Israel laid the legal, political, and cultural foundations to achieve its settler-colonial goals. But, as mentioned above, these Palestinians were granted Israeli citizenship and Israel’s Declaration of Independence referred to them as ‘full and equal’, thus complicating the efforts to openly implement overt settler-colonial policies against them. Indeed, the decision to grant citizenship to the indigenous residents has had a critical impact on the dynamics of relations between Israel and its Palestinian citizens, between Israel and the Palestinians in general, and on Israel’s own place and legitimacy in the international community.

Israel granted citizenship to the Arabs who remained partly in fulfillment of the international demands and also to facilitate acceptance of the UN General Assembly’s partition plan. Offering citizenship was not objectionable to various Zionist groups, as these Palestinians, a small and unorganized community, were not likely to pose a demographic threat to the hegemony of the majority.9

One of the most prominent features of citizenship, the right to vote and be elected, was granted, as were other social and economic rights. But at the same time, Israel introduced policies that made meaningful citizenship unattainable. After ’getting rid’ of most of the Palestinians in its territory, the settler-colonial project sought to circumvent the Palestinians who remained and to whom citizenship was granted. The settler-colonial project now had to deal with Arabs who were granted citizenship constituting approximately 18% of its citizens. Their citizenship was overlooked when Israel opened the gates of the country to Jewish immigration only and closed it to Palestinians who were expelled from the country; established an exclusive Jewish sovereignty in a homeland which is now considered the homeland of the Jewish people only; maintained Zionist hegemony that emphasized exclusive Jewish control over land and space; and institutionalized and constitutionalized the state as Jewish. In a sense, Israel made the part of Palestine on which it was established a settler colony of itself. Israel played the role of the metropolis, with the immigrants (whose right to citizenship was
determined by Israel based on their being Jewish or the extent of their relationship to Jews) becoming the colonizers. Its most evident aims related to land and space; culture, history, and Arab traces in the country; demography; political control, and the extraction of economic resources; and advancing an epistemological and psychological infrastructure to justify the settler-colonial project. In order to achieve the first four of these goals (and other objectives), Israel imposed military rule on the Arab Palestinian population from 1948 to 1966. For almost a whole generation, the Arab communities in Israel were isolated from each other, from the Arab World, and from the Jewish population. Many of these goals were justified by Israel on the basis of national security, which makes sense only if national security is defined in settler-colonial terms—that is, fulfilling the settler-colonial project as discussed below. In what follows, we will discuss the first four goals—achieved under military rule, in a settler-colonial framework.

2.1. Control of land and appropriation of space

Perhaps the most prominent aspect of the settler-colonial project for the native Palestinians was the continuous appropriation of their space. From its early years, the Israeli state sought to control the spoils of war, and transfer them to Jewish ownership—including Arab lands, as well as the property that the Palestinians left behind, including private and public real estate, farms and factories, stores, and banks.

This process was done in various ways, often publicly and openly, and given the name ‘Judaization’, which means the transformation of Palestinian space into ‘Jewish space’. Since the Israeli state’s inception, it has used different programs to ‘Judaize’ the space. Through well-documented legal manipulations, much of the land was transferred to the Jewish National Fund and came under the exclusive ownership of ‘the Jewish people’, which includes Jews who are not citizens of Israel but excludes citizens of Israel who are not Jewish. For example, Article 125 of Israel’s emergency regulations (the same regulations that were applied by the British mandate), which allowed the military governor to declare a place ‘closed’ due to unspecified security reasons, was used to forbid Arab citizens from reaching their lands. Once the land was not cultivated for a specified number of years, it was then ‘legally’ confiscated by the state. In the first three years after the state of Israel was established, 305 Jewish settlements were constructed, many of them on land expropriated from Palestinians, but to this day, not one single Arab town has been established (other than the Bedouin concentration townships, which were constructed in order to evict the Bedouin from their land). Palestinian space was erased both physically and symbolically. Hundreds of towns that had been inhabited by Palestinians who left their homes with the ethnic cleansing that took place during the 1948 war were completely demolished, and the physical evidence of their existence obliterated. This process continued vigorously after 1967. Even the space that was not physically destroyed was symbolically erased. For example, Ein Houd was one of the very few Palestinian villages that was not physically eliminated, but its Palestinian inhabitants were expelled and became either refugees in Arab countries or internally displaced (many camping just outside their town). However, its houses and their town’s landscape were almost completely preserved and the town transformed into an ‘artists’ town’ that is now known by the Hebrew name Ein Hod, Hebraizing the original Arab name. As such, its Palestinian features were severed from their cultural and certainly political and national identity. Thus the Palestinian town, even if powerfully present, became a live example of the vigor of the Zionist propensity for symbolic erasure.

Similarly, the Palestinian neighborhoods that stayed intact in many cities whose inhabitants were expelled in 1948 were stripped of their national identity and used to settle the influx of Jewish immigrants. While these neighborhoods, such as the Katamon neighborhood in Jerusalem or the artists’ neighborhood in the old city in Jaffa, remained physically intact, they went through a similar process of symbolic erasure in which their political identity and cultural
history were erased and they became disconnected from their indigenous national character in the settler-colonialist consciousness. They were simply transformed into Jewish neighborhoods.23 Even many Palestinian houses and buildings that were built with unique Arab architectural flavor were used to settle the influxes of Jewish immigrants while maintaining ‘authentic character’, thus gaining higher market value. These structures, which became known in the real estate market innocuously as ‘Arab houses’, went through a similar process of erasing their indigenous national identity.

This drive was so powerful that it was even applied to mosques, some of which were transformed to spaces for public use, such as bars and restaurants.24 The erasure of space also focused on the map, including Palestinian names of streets, mountains, streams, and valleys. This Judaization was done in a deliberate way in which a governmental committee determined the naming process in order to eliminate Palestinian history or disguise Palestinian origins.25 Occasionally, new Hebrew names were selected that resonated with the original Palestinian names to give the impression that the Palestinian places were originally Jewish places that had now been re-taken by Jews – their original owners.

This process resembles the state’s course of action vis-à-vis the Palestinians who remained in their homeland – simultaneously granting them citizenship while trying to erase their history and identity. A profound manifestation of the settler-colonial erasure is the name used to refer to the Palestinian citizens. They have been referred to as ‘Israeli Arabs’, the ‘Arabs of Israel’, and ‘minorities’. For decades, the Israel Statistical Bureau referred to them as ‘non-Jews’. Sometimes they are called, lightly, ‘our Arabs’. Today, the Israeli media refers to Palestinian citizens commonly as ‘Arviyeh Yisrael’ (‘the Arabs of Israel’). What is common about these terms is that they erase Palestinians’ national identity, deny their Palestinian indigeneity, while at the same time clarifying that they are not part of the colonialist group.

Erasing the traces of the indigenous people served a number of settler-colonial aims – severing the relationship between the Palestinians and their history and land, physically blocking refugees’ from returning to ‘their homes’ if home is defined as the physical space of their towns, and hiding traces of the dispossession project from the Jewish public.

2.2. **History and culture**

A comparable process has been applied to history and culture – eliminating Palestinian history and replacing it with Jewish history. These processes were implemented using powerful state institutions such as media, education, and carefully designed military service. Jewish settlers needed an epistemological structure that justified establishing a Jewish state in Palestine. Erasing physical traces of the Palestinians, as well as their history and culture, became essential to the epistemological and psychological justificatory system. In addition to place names, time coordinates that defined the history of the country were radically reallocated to underscore biblical Jewish history and de-emphasize Arab history, in effect drawing a continuous connection between biblical history and modern Zionist history.26

The state controlled the educational system that determined the curriculum for both Arabs and Jews, placing the Arab educational system under the control of the state security apparatus.27 The Zionist narrative has prevailed ever since, silencing the pre-1948 history and the expulsion and displacements that the Palestinians endured from both the Arab and Jewish curricula.28 Silencing continued in the Israeli academic sphere until the mid-1980s with the appearance of what became known as post-Zionism and new-sociology,29 but it continues to this day in school curricula. In parallel, through oral history and Nakba family stories, Palestinian citizens maintained the essence of their history in the face of the hegemonic Zionist narrative that seeks dominance in the official public sphere.
The settler-colonial eliminatory impulse was employed against Palestinian culture, particularly those aspects that required institutional support, such as theater, cultural associations, and cultural production. Like Palestinian history, Palestinian culture that was rooted in identity and narrative came close to being a taboo. The name ‘Palestine’ was erased not only from maps, the media, and educational material, but also from public discourse; the ‘Palestinian people’ as a whole were made invisible by the Israeli establishment from the eyes of the Jewish public and replaced euphemistically with ‘Arab refugees’, ‘Arabs of the Land of Israel’, ‘locals’, and other similar names. This elimination included the naming of the Palestinian citizens themselves, who were given various names so as to eliminate their historical roots and connection to their homeland, to deny their national identity, and to avoid the word ‘Palestine’.

One of the most far-reaching and devastating goals of this settler-colonial project was its attempt to eliminate the very relationship of the Palestinians with their homeland. Palestinians, particularly in the context of presence on land and of demography, were described as ‘foreigners’, ‘invaders’, ‘infiltrators’, and other terms that deny their authentic relationship with their homeland. Thus, the settler immigrants were recast as natives, replacing the actual natives, who had been eliminated by expulsion and by symbolic means.

Like Palestinian history, Palestinian cultural productions – poetry, folksongs, literature, fine arts – were developed and preserved in the private sphere, and much of this work was promoted outside the state’s official spaces. Culture was nourished by Arab society in private spaces, precisely because it was easier to escape the censorship of the military government. In addition, Palestinian culture was promoted by Palestinians in the Israeli Communist Party (ICP) in its literary periodicals, other publications, and public meetings as long as the cultural content stayed away from the explicit political sphere. This is why cultural modes were a main vehicle for expressing the Palestinian narrative and a central medium in nourishing a Palestinian identity that re-emerged among the Arab citizens only in the early 1970s.

2.3. **Demographic elimination (riddance)**

It was obvious to most approaches within the Zionist movement – certainly to the mainstream as represented by Labor Zionism and its leadership headed by Ben Gurion, that a Jewish state would entail getting rid of as many of the Palestinian inhabitants of the land as possible. Although the radical ‘Zionist left’, such as Mapam, at the time did not agree with this view, they participated in the ethnic cleansing practices and benefited from the outcome. Throughout the extensive deliberations about the future of the Arabs (what was known as the ‘Arab Question’ in the Zionist vernacular until 1948) and in particular the issue of their expulsion, physical elimination was not considered an option, as it was for some other settler-colonial projects. Many massacres against Palestinians took place, some of which were discussed in the Zionist narrative. We agree with the historians who argue that the goal of many of these massacres was not the physical elimination of the Palestinians but rather their evacuation from Palestine. Massacres were strategically used to terrorize Palestinians into leaving their towns. One can call this ‘demographic elimination’ to distinguish it from ‘physical elimination’. Following Wolfe, we argue that the logic of demographic elimination is an inherent component of the Zionist project as a settler-colonial project, although it has taken different manifestations since the founding of the Zionist movement.

Once the territories occupied by the Jewish forces were evacuated of most of their Palestinian inhabitants, the newly established state sought to maintain that ‘achievement’ by settling Jewish immigrants in the places that belonged to Palestinians. The Law of Return and the Citizenship Law together constitute the bases for acquiring citizenship in Israel. According to the 1950 Law of Return, immigration to Israel is an almost absolute right for Jews and their
family members. In conjunction with (and total contrast to) the Law of Return and the active and sometimes aggressive recruitment of Jewish citizens of other countries as immigrants (or even non-Jewish immigrants who have family relations to Jews), Palestinians who were expelled or who left under the duress of war were prohibited from returning to their homes or to any other place in the country (except for a few thousand cases of family reunification under strict conditions). Those who tried to return from across the borders after the ceasefire were considered ‘infiltrators’, and in thousands of cases, they were killed while en route to their homes. These steps guaranteed that the reversal of the demographic composition of the country by force of law was completed early in the military rule period.

These settler-colonial demographic restrictions on Arab immigration have continued and, recently, even tightened by passage of laws preventing certain spouses of Arab citizens from becoming Israeli citizens. The Knesset enacted the Citizenship and Entry to Israel Law (Temporary Order 2003), which imposed prohibitions on family reunification in cases where a Palestinian citizen of Israel is married to a Palestinian residing in Palestinian territories that were occupied in 1967, making it impossible for these families to live together legally in Israel. Since the law’s enactment, despite the fact that its name indicates its temporality, the Israeli Parliament has consistently extended its validity, making it a permanent feature of the Israeli legal framework on immigration.

Despite the massive demographic elimination that took place, Israel is still obsessed with the same settler-colonial mindset – what is known in Israeli Zionist parlance as the ‘demographic ghost’, referring to the increase in the number of Palestinian citizens, an increase that is essentially limited to natural growth. Israeli politicians have over the years offered various policy ideas to deal with this ‘ghost’, all of which include a common element – more demographic elimination by various means to alter the demographic balance in the country in their favor and to maintain the significant Jewish majority.

3. The political organization laws and the tyranny of the majority

In order to enable the implementation of its settler-colonial policies, Israel has applied Emergency Regulations to prevent and abort meaningful national political organization by its Palestinian citizens. These regulations have been used to prohibit collective and national political organization and to limit the rights and liberties of the Palestinian citizens. At the same time, Israel attempted to colonize the politics, in addition to the culture and consciousness, of its Arab citizens. For example, the dominant political parties at the time, mainly Mapai (the predecessor of the Labor party), tried to establish subservient Arab satellite parties while not accepting them as regular members in the overall party in order to recruit Arab votes and serve the party’s agenda.

At the same time, independent Arab political organization was made illegal, as demonstrated by the experience of the al-Ard Movement. In 1965, a group of Arab activists associated as al-Ard (‘the land’), forming a ‘Socialist List’ in order to run for office in the parliamentary elections. The movement had been declared an ‘illegal association’ before the elections because of its political activities and attempts to organize the Palestinians in Israel as part of a larger Palestinian collective and Arab nation. Al-Ard’s effort to participate in Israeli elections was the first organized attempt by Palestinians to participate in the elections as an Arab party, as opposed to a Jewish-Arab party (like the Communist Party), but it was thwarted by the Supreme Court, which invoked ‘defensive democracy’ arguments.

After this abortive experience, no similar attempt was made until 1984, when the Progressive List for Peace (PLP), a joint Arab-Jewish list headed by former al-Ard activist Mohammad Mi’ari, sought to participate in elections. The Central Election Committee banned the list from participating. The list appealed to the Supreme Court, which accepted the appeal and
allowed it to participate in the elections. As a result, the Knesset enacted Section 7A of *Basic Law: The Knesset* in 1985. This section gave the Central Election Committee the authority to ban the participation of any list if its goals and actions, explicitly or by implication, include ‘the negation of the existence of the State of Israel as the state of the Jewish people’, the negation of its democratic character, or incitement to racism. This section was amended in 2002, combining the two components into one, changing the language of the law to read ‘the negation of the existence of Israel as a Jewish and democratic state’, while adding support of armed conflict by an enemy state or terror organization.\(^{50}\) This provision seriously confines the limits of Arab political participation. Israel, by the law of the majority, made it illegal to challenge Zionist hegemony, by, for example, demanding openly (or even implicitly) that Israel should not be a Jewish state but rather a state for all its citizens, or a state that represents the two national groups – Arabs and Jews – as a binational state. The Jewish Zionist majority guaranteed that Zionist goals, whose foundations were laid out during the military government, continue in different and pervasive forms.

Thus, the combination of demographic and political organization laws constitute the structural foundation for the continuation of the tyranny of the majority. On the one hand, existing demographic laws (mainly citizenship laws) guarantee an overwhelming Jewish majority for the foreseeable future. On the other hand, this majority advances laws to maintain settler-colonial privileges\(^{51}\) and ensure that it is illegal to challenge the sources of these privileges – that Israel is the state of the Jewish people and not all its citizens. At the same time, a system of fear was instilled\(^{52}\) through a sophisticated system of surveillance.\(^{53}\) Details of how community members were recruited to spy on each other in return for basic rights are still being revealed.\(^{54}\)

4. **The equality paradigm and the seeds of challenge to the Jewish state**

With the abolition of the military government in 1966, Palestinian citizens could move without needing a pass or military permission. But when they traveled in their homeland, they found that the geographical scene had been transformed, as most of the Palestinian villages had been demolished and the Palestinian cities Judaized.

The possibility to move freely created new opportunities for employment, education, and political reorganizing. Direct surveillance under the military regime was gradually transformed to a new, non-direct system of control.\(^{55}\) This settler-colonial subjugation, with the accompanying fear it instilled, deeply affected political discourse and political and cultural organization.\(^{56}\) Amid these new realities, the 1967 war erupted, ending with Israel occupying Gaza and the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, in addition to Sinai and the Golan Heights, thus putting the entirety of Mandatory Palestine under Israeli control and making contact between Palestinians all over historic Palestine possible for the first time in a generation – albeit under Israeli control.

Israel’s occupation of the West Bank and Gaza in 1967 has had what, on the face of it, appeared as contradictory effects. On the one hand, it made possible the renewal of contacts between the isolated Palestinians in Israel with other Palestinians, revived the dormant nationalism among Palestinians in Israel, and ended the hermetic isolation of the Arab community within Israel, providing a window – narrow as it might be – to the Arab world through the West Bank and Gaza. On the other hand, it made the rights they had acquired as citizens’ salient in comparison to the glaring absence of civic rights of Palestinians in the 1967 occupied territories. The uniqueness of Palestinians in Israel as ‘citizens’, albeit with settler-colonial citizenship, was underscored by the dominant Arab political leadership within Israel – that of the ICP, which emphasized their political status in comparison to Palestinians under occupation.

It is in this context that the ‘equality paradigm’ championed by the ICP dominated the discourse from the 1970s through the early 1990s. Equality resonated with realizing the citizenship
status for the Palestinians in Israel – now free of the military government – and with ending the occupation and achieving statehood for the Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza, further accentuating the divergent status of the two Palestinian communities. The slogan ‘equality and no less than equality’ captured the dominant political discourse as far as the Palestinian citizens were concerned.

The ICP’s equality paradigm highlighted discrimination in resource distribution in areas such as education, local government budgets, state services, and economic opportunities, as well as human rights, broadly defined. One central cause that emerged at this time was the expropriation of Arab land, which had accelerated under the military government and continued well into the 1970s. For historical reasons, the ICP constituted the dominant political force among the Arab population. Being the only non-Zionist political party with significant Palestinian leadership that Israel allowed among Arab citizens, it became home for many Arabs who opposed Israel and its policies but who were not necessarily followers of the party’s ideology and who differed with it on central issues such as the importance of class struggle in the Israeli–Palestinian case or acceptance of the UN partition plan. Thus in 1977, the Democratic Front for Peace and Equality (DFPE), a coalition that included Arab groups and prominent community leaders as well as some marginal Jewish left-wing groups, was established with the ICP as its spinal column.

As its name indicates, the DFPE focused on two central issues: peace with the Palestinians in the framework of a two-state solution according to the 1967 borders – making it one of first political parties in the whole Middle East to champion the slogan of ‘two states for two peoples’ (a position that adhered to the Soviet Union’s view on this issue); and second, equality for the Palestinian citizens in Israel. Both of these political demands became the central elements of a broad political consensus within the Palestinian community in Israel for years.

The dominant discourse among Palestinians, led by the ICP and later by the DFPE, adhered to the equality paradigm without challenging the existing political framework – that is, the concept of a Jewish state. Indeed, by focusing mainly on a limited meaning of citizenship, which related to distribution of resources and human rights, this paradigm has not explained the implications of equality for the state’s identity and how the Arab community will be integrated in this structure. This effectively meant accepting the UN partition plan and seeking equality within the framework of the emergent state that expanded beyond that plan; however, the state itself did not recognize Palestinians as part of its own project. It excluded them, even if citizens, from the collective that defined the ‘we’ that the state sought to encompass and continued to deprive them of their own resources, the most prominent of which was land. Thus, the struggle for equality within the equality paradigm could not stop the crippling settler-colonial project that sought to control as much land as possible, turning land – in the eyes of the colonized, as well as the colonizer – into the symbol of the conflict, with additional emotional significance for the colonized.

On Land Day (30 March 1976), the National Committee for the Defense of Arab Lands, the first organization to claim representation for the entire Palestinian community in Israel, called for a national strike in response to the continued confiscation of Palestinian land as part of the planned ‘Judaization of the Galilee’. As a result of the strike and various local demonstrations, five Palestinian men and one woman were killed, many were wounded, and hundreds were arrested by both police and army forces. Land Day has since become a national day commemorated by the whole Palestinian people, both those on their land and those in exile. The significant historical events of Land Day exemplified the protracted struggle between a state representing a settler-colonial project and the native population over the land. But like other struggles, its settler-colonial nature was obscured by the obfuscatory discourse of equality, which was made fleetingly credible by the citizenship that Israel had granted the Arabs in 1948.
The equality paradigm defined Palestinian discourse in various areas, including resources allocated to education (but less related to the question of the right to define the group’s educational policies), employment, and municipal budgets. Fighting manifestations of discrimination in various areas of life became popular. In the early 1980s, The Arab Higher Follow-up Committee (composed of Arab mayors, Arab members of the Knesset, secretaries and chairpersons of the political parties, and leaders of non-governmental organizations) established sub-committees on health, education, social welfare, and so forth to investigate inequalities and provide information for advocacy groups. On 24 June 1987, ‘Equality Day’ was declared as a day of national strike to protest discrimination and advocate equality. This approach continued even after the paradigm was challenged in the 1990s. Thus, a number of active NGOs seeking equality were established, most prominently Mossawa (‘equality’) Center – the Advocacy Center for Arab Citizens in Israel, which advocates for equality in various areas, and Adalah (‘fairness’), the Legal Center for Arab Minority Rights in Israel, which uses legal means to work toward the advancement of equal rights. These organizations became two of the most well funded (by international donors) and most active NGOs in the Arab community. Another NGO, Sikkuy (‘a chance’), an Arab-Jewish NGO funded by many American Jewish family foundations, zeroed in on manifestations of discrimination without contesting their ideological and structural foundations which necessarily lead to the settler-colonial foundations that constituted the citizenship as settler-colonial citizenship.

While the equality paradigm dominated the discourse and defined the directions of internal Arab policy advocacy after the Oslo Agreements and well into the 1990s, it has been criticized by different factions in the Arab community. Many argued that the ICP had de-emphasized the national dimension into a conflict between Zionism and the Palestinian national movements in favor of class struggle. Although the ICP fought against national discrimination, it focused much attention on the interests of the working class – Jews and Arabs – and the struggle for class equality. Nationalist groups that emerged at the beginning as local associations stressed the national component and the privileges that Jews have regardless of their class status within the structure of the Jewish state. Some of these assumed that equality within the Jewish state was impossible to achieve; indeed, academics started highlighting the contradiction between the idea of a Jewish state and the principle of equality.

Although significant political work was done within the equality paradigm on both the micro and macro levels, its scope was limited by the ideological constraints of the leading force of this paradigm – the ICP – and, in particular, its forward-looking approach to fighting discrimination at the expense of the past-looking approach, which emphasizes compensatory justice and the ideological structure that underpins inequality. Thus, the struggle over land confiscation concentrated on stopping further land expropriation rather than requesting a return of the land that had already been confiscated within a compensatory justice framework that brings history and past injustice to the fore. Such a framework would necessitate examining the foundations for a new relationship that should be embraced considering that the existing relationship between Israel and the Palestinians is based on a settler-colonial order.

Finally, by focusing on resources, services, and opportunities, the equality paradigm stayed away from fundamental issues of importance to the Arab population, issues that emanate from the very essence of their relationship with Israel as a settler-colonial project: the privileges granted to Jewish citizens and non-citizens over Arab citizens by virtue of being defined as Jews, including state structure and identity, the legitimacy of Israel as a Jewish state, and the rights of expelled Palestinians to return.

The political challenge to this paradigm was organized on various fronts. First, a different conceptual framework for understanding the conflict between Zionism and the Palestinian national movement was offered by a group called the Abnaa al-Balad (‘sons of the country’) Movement,
which held its first national conference in 1972. This group, which saw itself as an extension of the Palestinian national movement in exile, did not recognize the legitimacy of the UN partition plan in Palestine or the legitimacy of the Jewish state. It considered Zionism a settler-colonial movement and adopted a political plan that was originally presented by the PLO for resolving the Israeli–Palestinian conflict by establishing a secular democratic state in all of Palestine with full equality among the three religious groups: Christians, Jews, and Muslims. In contrast to the ICP, which it considered an Israeli party that accepted the rules and legitimacy of the Jewish state, the Abnaa al-Balad Movement emphasized the settler-colonial historical aspects of the relationship between Israel and the Palestinians. This movement attracted some support among elites and Arab students in Israeli universities, but failed to achieve broad popular support; its main influence was in propagating political ideas and discourse in the public sphere, as opposed to political activism. Yet it was strong enough to provoke, at various points in time, severe attacks from the adherents of the equality paradigm as well as persecution by the state security apparatus. Its main influence was in challenging the dominant political framework championed by the ICP and constantly reminding the community and the political elites of the fundamental issues of the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. In the 1990s, factions of this movement joined a new political party that competed for leadership among the Arab citizens, while others who refused to recognize the legitimacy of the state, as implied in parliamentary participation, continued to boycott the parliamentary elections.

Since the mid-1980s, challenges to the equality paradigm have increased. In 1982, the Progressive List for Peace (PLP) emerged on the political scene. Despite opposition from the state’s security apparatus, the Supreme Court ruled the PLP a legal list that could run in Knesset elections. Despite a fierce ICP campaign questioning the new party’s credibility, the PLP was the first ‘legal’ political party outside the DFPE to declare full solidarity with the Palestinian cause. The PLP was distinguished by emphasizing the national Palestinian identity of Arabs in Israel as well as the conflict’s nationalist dimension (as opposed to the DFPE’s class analysis). Although operating within the boundaries of Israeli citizenship, it underscored the Palestinian component of the Arab citizens’ identity, de-emphasized their Israeli belonging, and made clear that its first loyalty was to the Palestinian cause. As such, it was considered a strong opponent of the ICP and its equality paradigm. By highlighting the national Palestinian dimension in the internal relations between Israel and its Palestinian citizens, this party, while not invoking a settler-colonial framework, was more consistent with such a framework. The PLP was made up of local Arab nationalist organizations from within the Palestinian community who were joined by left-wing Jewish individuals. The PLP served in the Knesset from 1984 to 1992. In the 1992 Knesset elections, the PLP failed to achieve sufficient support to send representatives to the Knesset.

From the 1980s onward, the Islamic Movement was gaining increasing support becoming a significant political actor in the Arab community with two factions – one that participates in parliamentary elections and one that boycotts them. The Movement mainly looked forward, focusing on promoting a self-sustained society, providing local services, supporting human needs of Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza, and providing services to Islamic holy places. Ideologically, the Movement’s goal was to achieve an Islamic state in Palestine, making the question of equality just a pragmatic concern.

In summary, the dominant political forces among Palestinian citizens sought to achieve equality without pointing out explicitly that full equality is incompatible with the Zionist structure of the state. However, they failed to get even the verbal commitment of the state for this goal. The case of the ICP and its utter failure in light of the state’s increasing emphasis on Jewish identity inadvertently confirmed the settler-colonial essence of the Israeli state to many Palestinians.
5. A ‘state for all its citizens’ and collective rights

As mentioned above, we do not claim that there has been a linear development from one collective political position to another. To the contrary, there have been gradual developments of new modes that occupied center stage and competed with existing modes or paradigms. Usually, these coincided with major historical developments that galvanized fresh ways of thinking. Thus, the Oslo Agreement in 1993 brought what turned out to be the false hope that a two-state solution to the conflict could be achieved.

The first few years following Oslo have had an enormous impact on the political thought and organization of the Palestinian citizens, with often contradictory effects. The agreement provided significant validation for the equality paradigm by supporting two central elements of the Palestinian citizens’ achieved consensus: peace with the Palestinians and their legitimate leadership, the Palestine Liberation Organization; and equality for the Palestinian citizens within Israel. Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin’s (1992–1995) government started speaking openly about existing discrimination (which had usually been denied) and reducing state discrimination against Arab citizens in various spheres. As it became clear that, if the Oslo process were to succeed, the future of Arab citizens would be inside the Israeli state as Israeli citizens, this development opened the door for more fundamental questions about their destiny. The sense of temporariness that had hitherto permeated much of the political consciousness regarding their collective future started to fade away. This realization, therefore, brought to the fore the question of their political status and their own relationship with the state concerning three issues: the meaning of equality and its political implications, questions that the equality paradigm had not posed; collective status and collective rights of the Arab citizens within the state of Israel; and state identity.

The challenge to the Palestinian elites was to present a democratic vision that could give substantive political and constitutional meaning to equality and at the same time deal with one of the most fundamental concerns that remained under the surface – the legitimacy of the Jewish state, which by and large Palestinians did not accept. This challenge was well articulated by the emergence of a new political party, the National Democratic Alliance (NDA), which placed the transformation of Israel into a ‘state for all its citizens’ at the center of its political platform. It was an alliance of leading political activists who left the ICP after self-criticism instigated by the Glasnost policy in Moscow during the late 1980s and the pursuant fall of the Berlin wall, factions of the Abnaa al-Balad Movement, cadres of the National Progressive Movement, and a number of members of other nationalist organizations. It was headed by a charismatic leader, Azmi Bishara, who became known across the Arab world as a leading public intellectual. The party attracted Arab elites and intellectuals and posed a serious challenge to the concept of a Jewish state. In addition to its political program, which centered around the demand for democratic citizenship in a state for all of its citizens and not just one group, and in contrast to the ICP, the party argued that the Arab community should be empowered through organization on a national basis in the public space: NGOs, culture, political organizations, and elected national leadership in the existing, but unelected, High Follow-up Committee for Arab Affairs.

The simple democratic idea of a state for all its citizens posed fundamental challenges to Zionism and to the concept of a Jewish state, finally bringing the fundamental contradiction between being a Jewish state and claiming to be a democratic state to the surface of political discourse. Many Israeli academics had pointed to a ‘tension’, but not a contradiction, between being Jewish and being democratic; however, other, mainly Arab, academics had claimed that this is a fundamental contradiction that cannot be bridged. Theories in Israeli academia were offered to reconcile and perhaps justify the contradiction, such as the concept of ‘ethnic democracy’, which was presented by Smooha and broadly endorsed by others. Many Arab scholars and some
Israelis dismissed the theory as a desperate, politically motivated futile academic exercise, attempting to paper over a profound and irreconcilable contradiction.74

The vigorous political debates that involved Arab and Jewish academics and politicians left their mark on Israeli public discourse. The Arab public, by and large, endorsed the discourse that the NDA party introduced and accepted the meaning of equality that the party had offered without necessarily adhering to its line on other issues. Thus, even the strongest adherents of the ‘equality paradigm’ incorporated the concept of the state for all its citizens, the substantive questions about equality, and the sharp contradiction between being Jewish and democratic into their political discourse. Within the Jewish community, the reactions were diverse, ranging from considering the slogan of ‘a state for all its citizens’ to be a fatal threat to the Jewish state, to seeking to reconcile that with, what is in our view, a self-contradictory definition of Israel as ‘Jewish and democratic’. The end result of this debate was that the contradiction between the interests of a Jewish state and equal citizenship came to be understood, in Arab consciousness, as the defining character of the relationship between the Palestinian citizens and the state of Israel.

The slogan of ‘a state for all its citizens’, while bringing the question of the Jewish state to the forefront of the political and intellectual discussion in both communities, never went so far as openly adopting a settler-colonial studies perspective when directly interacting with the state institutions. While the manifestations of Israel’s policies as a settler-colonial project were rather explicit in the NDA’s literature, settler colonialism as such was not made central in the political discourse. That started to emerge more strongly in the context of the demands for collective rights. The NDA’s emphasis on national organization, cultural autonomy, and national empowerment resonated with the academic and cultural elites. Three separate groups gathered around the same time (2005–2007) in the form of expansive ad hoc think tanks to examine the collective status of the Palestinian citizens in a future two-state solution. After extensive discussion, they issued three separate documents, collectively referred to as ‘The Future Vision Documents’, which asserted that the Palestinians in Israel seek collective rights, mainly by claiming national rights within Israel in the form of a binational or multicultural state.75 The Jewish political elites’ reaction to these documents that referred to Israel as a settler-colonial project was intense and threatening,76 mainly because all three documents made clear that a Jewish state cannot also be democratic.

In our view, these documents contributed to reviving and heightening the settler-colonial discourse among some Palestinian elites. The Haifa Declaration, in particular, which was endorsed by hundreds of community leaders, academics, and intellectuals, offered a paradigm of reconciliation between Israelis (not Zionism) and Palestinians that is consistent with those used in other settler-colonial settings. Yet, it should be noted that this debate about the nature of collective rights and settler colonialism remained within limited Palestinian elite circles without permeating broader public awareness, even if the understanding of Israel as a settler-colonial project was always implicit within broad groups in the Palestinian community. What eventually energized the settler-colonial consciousness was what we call ‘the return of history’77 which, not coincidentally, was concurrent with the simultaneous realizations that equality within the Jewish state is unattainable; and the conviction that reaching a viable two-state solution has passed.

6. The return of history and the consciousness of settler-colonial citizenship

The last 15 years or so have witnessed a new phase in the history of the Palestinians in Israel, a phase that we refer to as the ‘return of history’ in contrast to other phases that were characterized by competing paradigms, such as the equality paradigm or ‘a state for all its citizens’. In essence, there is a growing awareness among Palestinians across the partisan divide that their citizenship is
rooted in the historic events of the Nakba – the term Palestinians and other Arabs use to describe the dismantlement of Palestine in 1948 as a monumental historical process.

In 1998, on the 50th anniversary of the Nakba, some Palestinian organizations in Israel started to coordinate the Nakba March along with Palestinians in the territories that Israel occupied in 1967. The first march took place on 15 May, Israel’s Independence Day according to the Gregorian calendar and the day that Palestinians commemorate the Nakba, which does not coincide with the Hebrew calendar that Israel follows to actually celebrate its Independence Day. The following year, the Committee started to organize the ‘Return March’, choosing a different destroyed Palestinian village as each year’s destination. The marches, which sought to bring the displacement of the Palestinians from their towns to the forefront, took place on the actual Israeli Independence Day in order to remind Israelis that ‘Your day of independence is our Nakba’. This march was the first collective articulation of Nakba-related Palestinian history in the official public sphere.⁷⁸

While Palestinians’ emphasis is, in general, on Nakba commemoration in both the 1967-occupied territories and across their places of dispersion, Palestinian discourse in Israel additionally emphasizes the issue of return, as powerfully symbolized by the massive ‘return’ to one displaced town for one day. Accessibility to the displaced villages is a ‘privilege’ made possible by Israeli citizenship, a privilege that other Palestinians do not have. The collective action this accessibility allows is instrumental to the return of history. The Arab citizens’ mourn when the state celebrates; their massive, organized marches surrounded by police forces while speeches on homeland and return tell the story of a different kind of citizenship that is caused by the Nakba they commemorate. Unlike Palestinian commemorations in other places, they commemorate the Nakba within the framework of citizenship: what the state did to us. What is highlighted by the Return March, in addition to the question of refugees and Palestinian return, is the settler-colonial essence of their citizenship – ‘their’ state’s actions of displacing them, refusing to let them return, and giving their towns to Jewish citizens.

The fact that the march is organized inside Israel on the actual day of independence poses a serious challenge to the narrative of the Jewish state and its history. During the first five decades of the state’s independence, Israeli Jews celebrated Independence Day without challenge. The Return Marches have become a living reminder of the settler-colonial actuality that, in our view, underlies Israel’s ‘Nakba Law’, enacted in 2011 which ‘calls on the government to deny funding to any organization, institution, or municipality that commemorates the founding of the Israeli state as a day of mourning’.⁷⁹

The Return March turned out to be one of the most important collective activities initiated by the Palestinians in Israel since the start of the Nakba. For several years, it was Land Day, commemorated annually since 1976, often by national strikes, which galvanized the collective popular action of the Palestinian citizens. But the emergence of the Nakba March a whole generation later and its rise to prominence signifies the return of history and marks a change in the popular understanding of the meaning of citizenship.

We argue that Palestinians’ rising preoccupation with their history stands behind the re-emergence of a different phase in their understanding of citizenship – that it is a settler-colonial citizenship acquired in a settler-colonial framework. This, in fact, closes the circle, which started with the same view. We do not claim that the average person articulates their citizenship status in settler-colonial terms, but that they perceive the state of Israel as having taken over their homeland by force in the name of the Jewish people, see genuine citizenship status as reserved for Jews only, and their own citizenship – despite the rights it does provide – as empty. Although this sense of empty citizenship is descriptive rather than analytical, we argue that it is precisely the consequence of the settler-colonial policies we have described and that there is a rising awareness among Palestinians of the settler-colonial situation.
Three factors contributed to emerging awareness of the settler-colonial situation and its relationship to the Nakba. The first is the spectacular failure of the earlier paradigms and, in effect, their impossibility within a Zionist state. To be clear, the adherents of the equality paradigm seemed to believe in it because of their ideological roots as Communists who accepted the partition plan and the legitimacy of sovereignty of a Jewish state. They sincerely believed that equality was possible if Israel changed its policies. But the continued settler-colonial process, particularly in regard to land, space, culture, and demography, and also in resources, services, and employment opportunities, brought this to an end. The recent plans to expropriate more lands from Palestinian Bedouin citizens in the southern part of the country and transfer them to Jewish citizens highlighted the fact that maintaining a Jewish state entails continued settler-colonial policies that relentlessly transfer resources from the colonized to the colonizer.

Unlike the equality paradigm, which its visionaries believed was achievable, the ‘state for all its citizens’ paradigm was presented in order to contest Zionism and show that Zionism is incompatible with the basic democratic principle of a state for all its citizens. The intense public reaction to the ‘vision documents’ only highlighted what was already clear – that a Jewish state and equality are fundamentally incompatible.

Second, the increasing public conviction among both Palestinians and Israelis (each for their different reasons) that the Oslo Agreements failed and that the two-state solution is an illusion gave rise to considering alternatives to partition, including one state with equality for Arabs and Jews in the whole area of historic Palestine. The discussion brought back the previous partition narrative and the subsequent Nakba. History is an essential consideration in such alternatives, and the validity and legitimacy of partition and its aftermath in terms of Palestinian dispossession and Jewish privileges sharpens awareness about the settler-colonial characteristics of the Jewish state.

Third, while the Arabs behaved as citizens, the state, in critical moments, treated them openly as subjects of a settler-colonial project. In addition to our description above, particularly during the military rule period, perhaps it suffices to provide one example. In October 2000, after the failure of the Camp David negotiations in July, Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza started demonstrations that developed into what became known as the second intifada. When dozens of Palestinians were killed by Israeli forces in the area of Al-Aqsa in Jerusalem and elsewhere, Palestinians in Israel demonstrated in solidarity with the Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza. They went out as citizens to protest the killing of other Palestinians and to support the cause of a Palestinian state in the West Bank and Gaza. However, Israel treated them no differently than the other Palestinians: 13 were killed, dozens wounded, and hundreds arrested. Even then, these Palestinians reacted as citizens, demanding an official commission to investigate the killings of the 13 citizens, rather than the hundreds who were killed in the 1967 occupied Palestinian territories during the same period.

The Or Commission that was established, in response to the persistent demands of the Palestinian public before national Israeli elections, to investigate the events that led to the killing of the citizens occupied a central place through public hearings until its report was published in 2003. But instead of taking advantage of the proceedings and the report as an historic occasion to deal with the deep feelings of injustice, the state demonstrated that citizenship provides no protection. One major demand of the Arab public was that those who had shot Arab demonstrators be prosecuted. But in 2008, after lengthy legal deliberations, the government chose to close the investigation file because of ‘lack of evidence’ in what human rights organizations believed contradicted the Commission’s report. This decision convinced Palestinians that the state does not view their citizenship as seriously as they do. The demonstration against this decision has been described as one of the Palestinian citizen’s biggest demonstrations since the state’s inception.
This incident demonstrated not only that equality was not possible, but also that, at moments of crisis that are perceived to challenge the state’s settler-colonial system, Palestinians would be treated as settler-colonial subjects rather than as citizens. Such moments, which are frequent in both personal (airport and crossing points) and collective (with police, land, immigration laws, etc.) experiences, have been critical in cementing Palestinians’ awareness that their relationship with the state is, in fact, a settler-colonial one.

In summary, this paper has argued that the relationship between Palestinians who became citizens in the Israeli state and the state of Israel itself is best characterized as settler-colonial citizenship. We also argued that the foundations of this citizenship were established during the first two decades after the start of the Nakba through the imposition of a military government from 1948 to 1966. We traced Palestinians’ relations with the Israeli state from their perspective by focusing on their political discourse and collective organization, claiming that those have gone through different phases but now seem to be returning to the point of departure – settler-colonial citizenship.

Under the military government, Palestinians tried to live in dignity, maintaining their roots but with little power to resist the settler-colonial policies after the traumatic experience of having lost their nation and their homeland and fearing expulsion from their homes. The military rule symbolized foreign rule, but citizenship was granted by the state which, in their language at the time, ‘occupied them’. This citizenship, together with other regional developments such as the rise of the two-state-solution paradigm in the international discourse about the conflict, obscured the settler-colonial nature of their relationship with Israel. Thus, these Palestinians vainly attempted to grapple with different frameworks in order to be equal citizens. In the first phase after military rule, they advanced the discourse of equality without challenging what it really implied for the state identity and structure. However, since the mid-1990s, a different political framework emerged that demanded a ‘state for all its citizens’, stressing both full citizenship and historical justice while anchoring their citizenship as a consequence of the Nakba, arguing that Israel cannot be a state for all its citizens and still be Jewish. The discourse of ‘a state for all its citizens’ became accepted by the various political parties among Palestinian citizens.

We also argued that a new phase started after the failure of the ‘equality paradigm’ and the realization that a state of all its citizens is incompatible with a Zionist Jewish state, alongside the dissipating hopes of achieving a two-state agreement. In this phase, characterized by ‘the return of history’ to the political discourse and consciousness, many Palestinians are guided by the origins of their relationship with Israel—the Nakba and its consequences for them and for the Palestinian people. If this process continues, it will highlight the awareness of their settler-colonial situation, thus closing a circle in their historical relationship with Israel, going back to its very beginning.
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